IRIS Carbon is a collaborative cloud based platform to create documents in XBRL and other
formats for submission to regulators.

Key Features
Real Time Collaboration
Allows multiple users to collaborate on a document at the same time.
Audit Check
Allows external auditors access to company reports, to comment and suggest
changes, all in one seamless platform.
Smart Editing
Features like Editing, Review and Comment make finalization process with
approvals and sign offs easier.
Rich Data Linking
Updating all linked data becomes as easy as making the change at one point.
Single Source. Multiple Formats
Create outputs in multiple formats (including XBRL and PDF) from a single source
document.
Roll Forward Filing
Prepare the documentation only once and update it easily for the
next filing.

Why IRIS CARBON
Improve Workflow
The document owner can exercise total control by sharing full or part of
the document with external parties such as XBRL experts or auditors when
required. Since all processes are visible on screen, in one place, work is
less error prone. It provides a clear, current view of the document from
start to finish.

Increase Productivity
IRIS Carbon is designed to not only make the first creation and
submission of documents easier, but it is loaded with features like Roll
Forward which facilitate simpler successive filings.

There’s More...
Reliable High-Quality Service
IRIS Carbon comes with the service backing of a company that has perhaps the largest
number of XBRL professionals in the world, their work spread across 15 countries, and
a record of working with over 12000 complex documents in the US & UK alone.

Custom Branding
Accounting firms and Partners can white label IRIS Carbon as their own to their clients.
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